SECURITY SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW
Threat vectors and business risks continue to evolve creating a constantly
changing cybersecurity landscape. Trace3 Security helps you develop a
security posture to protect your enterprise today and prepare for the threats
of tomorrow.

As businesses embrace digital transformation, entirely new cyber security risks emerge. Trace3 Security identifies and addresses risks,
deploys IT resources efficiently, and protects environments and data prudently. Trace3 Security Consultants provide your business with
unique insights to help you avoid problems before they occur and transform your business from a reactive to a proactive organization.

EXECUTIVE SECURITY SERVICES
Our senior security leader advisory services focused on venture capital and emerging technology solution briefings,
training and awareness programs, rapid security program development utilizing sprints, security underground updates,
and CISO engagement / networking events.

IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Innovative next-generation IAM solutions securely enable an advanced digital business environment lowering
operating cost, increasing efficiency, accelerating performance, and improving security. Focus areas include: Identity
Governance, Privileged Access Management, and Authentication Management Services.

GOVERNANCE, RISK, & COMPLIANCE
Assess and improve your security program by aligning with industry standards and strategically maturing core elements
with practical policies and procedures. Stay ahead of complex regulatory and compliance obligations by implementing
right-sized solutions.

SECURITY ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING
Develop and implement a layered security strategy across identity, data, network, and endpoints in order to
increase visibility and secure your next-generation infrastructure. Our engineers advise on and implement zero-trust
architectures, leading practice configuration management, and DevSecOps practices.

SECURITY INTELLIGENCE
Move beyond traditional penetration testing and strategies leveraging an innovative approach to compromise security
ensuring systems, devices, and users are safe from threats and attacks. Our security operations center (SOC) design
team helps leverage tools and intelligence that enable threat detection and prevention, as well as rapid response.

Our Security Solutions team is led by a seasoned, industry CISO who has sat in your chair. Trace3 understands that an
effective security program must be aligned to the business, be right-sized, and practical.
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